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Local courts adjust to pandemic demands
By Brenda Burns
Managing Editor

With its general workload heavy on jury trials,
Judge Nick A. Selvaggio’s
courtroom in the Champaign County Courthouse
had big adjustments to
make once it became
clear the COVID-19
virus proliferated indoors
among people in close
quarters spending long
periods of time together.
Selvaggio went to work
quickly to design a protocol to protect the parties
involved. The solutions to
mitigating the threat have
been a year-long work
in progress that remains
fluid. He credits the many
moving parts of the local
system for keeping court
proceedings on schedule
locally even as other
courts around Ohio have
struggled to keep caseloads from bogging down.
“‘We should never
underestimate the power
of our local community to
solve its own problems.’
It is a statement I relied
on while serving as the
former county prosecutor and it is a statement
I continue to endorse
as a judge,” Selvaggio
said when asked how
the court confronted the
crisis.
“In the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic,
our local criminal justice
system has been able to
rise above the challenge
of moving cases forward
to completion. Every
agency touched by the
system has used the principles of communication,
teamwork and flexibility
to meet their statutory
responsibilities,” he said.
Selvaggio expressed
particular satisfaction
with local agencies’ abilities to rise to the challenge without relying on
guidance or intervention
from larger, distant government entities.
“We have taken advantage of our county’s size
to use interpersonal relationships and implement
criminal justice services
without waiting for higher levels of government to
tell us how or when to do
it,” Selvaggio said.
“Due to across-theboard commitment from
local health officials,
county officials, lawyers, litigants, and court
personnel, Champaign
County has led the state
of Ohio in promoting the
rule of law, protecting
public safety, protecting
the public health while
maintaining essential
court functions and providing access to justice,”
he said.
In addition to reconfiguring the courtroom,
Selvaggio implemented a
jury selection process that
utilized larger areas off
campus from the courthouse in order to ensure
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The Champaign County municipal courtroom spent part of 2020 being retrofitted for safety due to the pandemic. Plexiglass dividers
and non-porous seating was installed.
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Pictured is the current courtroom configuration in Champaign
County Common Pleas Court. The places of participants have
been moved and spaced apart for safety during the pandemic.
New “Split Location” COVID-19 trial protocols for bringing jurors
back to the courtroom resulted in seating the jury in the public
gallery, moving the lawyers and parties to the former jury box, and
installing Plexiglass around the witness stand.
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Pictured is the current jury selection setup at Urbana High School.
From left to right are the defense table, prosecutor table, judge
bench, podium, court reporter table. Jury selection is held at this
venue, while court proceedings are held at the courthouse.

were suffering COVID
symptoms and requested
a continuance. Even then,
social distancing.
the resources of Pretrial
in order to keep the cases
The ability to engage
Services to assist out-ofmoving forward, the court
jurors for the process
custody offenders who
permitted the attorney or
while also protecting
had no support system
the litigant to appear by
their health was crucial to during personal times of
video technology when
keeping the court moving crisis where the contact
possible. As a result of
forward.
was necessary to reduce
these efforts, the court
“Of course, none of
the risk of fatal overdose
these successes would be or manage severe mental has been able to maintain
normal operations, conpossible without our local illness.
tinue to address the needs
jurors, who were willing
On March 25, 2020, the of litigants promptly, elimto honor their duty of citi- court issued a subsequent
inate jail overages, and
zenship during this public temporary order that
avoid the reported “heavy
health crisis,” he said.
established COVID-19
backlog” of cases experiSelvaggio provided the protocols for courtroom
enced by other counties.
Urbana Daily Citizen a
seating purposes.
On April 3, 2020, and
detailed timeline of the
Court protocols center- with the approval of
significant changes imple- ing on facial coverings,
the Champaign County
mented and the reasons
social distancing and
Health Commissioner, the
for the alterations. It is
aggressive sanitizing were court issued a detailed
summarized below:
developed to minimize
COVID-19 Grand Jury
the risk of exposure to
Protocol that would
Keeping cases on schedule court participants while
govern its grand jury sescomplying with mandaOn March 3, 2020, the
sions. Changes included
tory and recommended
court issued an initial
modifying how jurors
public health protocols
temporary order that
were summonsed to
issued by Ohio Gov. Mike court, how evidence was
rescheduled jury trials
DeWine.
to late April, 2020 (subpresented and where
Other than the initial
sequently continued to
jurors deliberated. As
week of March 23, 2020,
June, 2020); established
a result, no scheduled
and as the result of imple- grand jury sessions were
the decision to move
menting COVID-19 proto- missed, thereby ensuring
forward with monthly
sessions of the grand jury; cols, the court has not had that victims and persons
to postpone court hearestablished the priorisuspected of criminal
ings during this declared
tization to utilize video
offenses have their cases
pandemic unless one of
technology to conduct
timely addressed.
hearings; and committed the parties or lawyers
On April 30, 2020, the

General Division and
Family Court Judges
issued an order requiring
facial coverings for all
employees and persons
entering the Champaign
County Courthouse. “As a
result, we believe that we
have been able to reduce
the risk of transmission
and maintain a healthy
workplace environment,”
court officials said in a
statement.
On May 11, 2020,
and after consultation
with the Commissioner
of Jurors, the Board of
County Commissioners, the Sheriff’s Office,
Health Commissioner and
County Bar Association,
the court issued its first
set of orders establishing
a COVID-19 Jury Trial
Protocol and moving jury
trials from the Champaign
County Courthouse to
the Community Center
Auditorium. Taking a
cue from modified grand
jury practices, the court
pro-actively adopted similar changes to how trial
jurors were summonsed,
how social distancing
measures could be implemented and how a case
could be presented. The
court utilized Plexiglass

placement, aggressive
sanitizing measures and
available auditorium spacing to minimize risk of
transmission to trial participants.
On June 2, 2020, the
local court held one of the
first jury trials in the state
of Ohio that was governed
by COVID-19 trial protocols. Jurors gave favorable
responses to Champaign
County’s implemented
protocols.
On June 22, 2020,
Selvaggio participated
in a statewide webinar
educating Ohio judges on
Champaign County trial
protocol successes. The
Champaign County protocol has been recognized
on the Ohio Supreme
Court website and featured in several COVID19 trial practice resource
manuals.
In an effort to retain the
“dignity of the proceedings” and take advantage
of “evidence presentation
technology,” in midJune 2020, the Health
Commissioner and Bar
Association endorsed the
court’s idea to keep “jury
selection” at the county
auditorium and move the
“trial portion” back to
the Champaign County
Courthouse. New “Split
Location” COVID-19 trial
protocols for bringing
jurors back to the courtroom resulted in seating
the jury in the public gallery, moving the lawyers
and parties to the former
jury box, and installing
Plexiglass around the witness stand.
Including a jury trial
scheduled to be held
earlier this month, the
court will have conducted
eight jury trials in the
modified courtroom and
have received favorable
responses from trial jurors
on the implementation of
the COVID-19 protocols.
How Urbana High School
became a key part of the
solution
In January 2021, the
Champaign County
Health Commissioner
advised the court that the
configuration of the Community Center Auditorium was an ideal location
for mass administration
of the COVID-19 vaccinations. At the request of
the health commissioner,
the court agreed to consider an alternative location for jury selection.
The court reached out
to Urbana City Schools
for use of the high school
auditorium. Upon meeting with court officials
and the Health Commissioner, Superintendent Charles Thiel and
Principal Kristin Mays
expressed a willingness
to “step up” and assist
the court in hosting jury
selection at the high
See COURTS | 7
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Jamie Houseman of Mercy Health - Urbana Hospital is proud of how well her team pulled together during the past year of pandemic response.

Hospital system managers reflect on pandemic year
Managing Editor

As the nation, state
and community mark
more than a year since
the COVID-19 pandemic
changed daily life, reflecting on the dramatic
effects has local hospital
system managers detecting silver linings in the
dark clouds of the public
health threat.
As the top leader of
Champaign County’s only
inpatient hospital facility,
Mercy Health - Urbana
Hospital President Jamie
Houseman agrees that
the onset of a pandemic
certainly put health care
systems to the test.
“We learned our true
capabilities should
COVID-19 cause a surge
in patients,” Houseman
said. “We were fortunate
to be able to source supplies early on prior to any
stock shortages and in
real time; we know our
supply and PPE (personal
protective equipment)
inventory down to each
pair of gloves.”
Early on in the pandemic little was known
about the new COVID19 virus, Houseman
explained, further driving
health care providers to
be agile in new ways. The
learning was constant,
changing courses of treatment quickly. Providers
are now learning the lasting effects of this physical
disease, effects that have
now caused a great need
in terms of mental and
behavioral health.
“Now more than ever,
the need to grow our
behavioral health services
and launch our community paramedicine program became apparent.”
Houseman said.
And there have also
been opportunities for
growth within the community as Mercy connected further with local
government agencies to
battle the pandemic.
When it comes to measuring success, Mercy
Health looks outside
its hospital walls to the
partnerships that were
formed or heightened
as agencies such as the
Champaign County EMA
(Emergency Management
Agency) and Champaign
Health District worked
together with Mercy
Health to care for the
greater Urbana community.

“These partnerships
were essential,” Houseman said. “Each of us
had the same shared
goal and together, we
were able to not only be
nimble but also quickly
able to employ resources
throughout all levels of
our operations and neighborhoods to make sure
our residents were cared
for,” Houseman said.
Modern tools, prevention
help battle pandemic
Based in Marysville
with an outpatient center in Urbana, Memorial Health’s facility on
Urbana’s east side is a
hub for various physician
group practices, including offices of specialists,
as well as an urgent care
center and other health
services.
The new multi-level
facility was dedicated
within the past few years
and serves a patient
population that trends
geographically toward the
Marysville area for health
services.
When the pandemic
hit, things changed
quickly at the outpatient
center, with patients
screened before admission to offices and other
safeguards implemented.
But hospital system
officials are unwavering
in their stance that members of the community
helped control the spread
of the virus with their
actions outside the medical facilities.
Memorial Health Chief
Medical Officer, Jason
Russell, DO stands by
the science that shows
masking in casual situations outside the medical
setting helps reduce the
spread of respiratory
viruses.
“The social distancing/masking rules in the
community have resulted
in a dramatic decrease
in hospitalizations as a
result of respiratory infectious diseases like influenza and RSV (common
respiratory viruses),” he
said. “These effects are
generated by efforts in
the community, though,
not necessarily due to
adherence within health
care settings.”
While the pandemic
was a rapid and traumatic
adjustment for many
health care workers and
their patients, hospitals
already had infection control practices in response

to specific diseases prior
to the pandemic, Russell
said. Once the crisis is
over, Russell predicts a
return to more normalcy
within the medical center
walls.
“We would return to
disease-specific precautions as opposed to
empiric ones. I don’t
believe we will continue
any of the COVID-specific safety measures following resolution of the
pandemic,” he said.
Mercy Health has been
able to reach patients in
a way never seen before,
further emphasizing the
health system’s ability to
care for people when and
where they need care.
The use of telemedicine
has boomed, creating
access for patients who
couldn’t leave their home
while preserving valuable
PPE resources at Mercy’s
practice locations.
“We had to be flexible
as rules kept changing
as well as our patients’
needs,” Houseman said.
“We changed the flow of
the hospital, improved
processes to screen
patients upon entering
and even had to revamp
visitor policies multiple
times according to the
incidence rate and county
color coding system. We
perfected making such
changes quickly in order
to stay current with the
latest expectations. We
even began COVID-19
drive-thru testing when
the need arose in our
community and resources
were limited, hoping to
make health care as easy
as possible.”
How might this experience have permanently
altered the system of
receiving and treating
patients at the scheduled
appointments?
“Medicine was slowly
moving towards telehealth prior to the pandemic,” Russell said.
“This has been greatly
accelerated by COVID.
Many patients still value
the personal connection
that comes with seeing
a medical provider faceto-face, but I believe telehealth will continue to
play a role in all aspects
of care delivery.”
Changes to workforce
collaboration will likely
continue once the pandemic becomes endemic,
Russell predicts. But the
reason is due to the
practical value of

virtual meetings.
“The shift to the use
of Zoom and other networking platforms for
meetings, group gatherings will likely persist
to a degree, which does
improve efficiency when
used properly,” Russell
said.
Focusing on the mission
Houseman cites Mercy
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By Brenda Burns

Health’s larger philosophy for the hospital’s ability to continue delivering
care within the parameters of its ministry.
“Over the last 13
months, I don’t believe
anyone would argue
that we as a society, a
country, a community
and a health system have
been challenged and, in
some cases, permanently

changed the way we
deliver health care. These
changes apply to Mercy
Health - Urbana Hospital,” Houseman said.
Despite challenges
the pandemic presented,
Mercy Health was able to
make forward progress
with several initiatives
and strategies while
See HOSPITAL | 10
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Finally on offensive in COVID battle

Andrew Grimm | Andrew Grimm Photography

Volunteers have been the key to getting local residents vaccinated during Champaign Health District clinics. Urbana Medicine Shoppe Pharmacist Bryan Thompson was one of three pharmacists volunteering
during a January vaccination clinic.

By Kathy Fox

kfox@aimmediamidwest.com

Switching from
defense to offense
is how Champaign
Health Commissioner
Gabe Jones in March
described the fight
against COVID-19 after
the focus had changed
from contract tracing
and case investigation
to administering
vaccinations.
“We’re now actively
fighting the disease,”
Jones said. “It’s
extremely satisfying to
think that case numbers
are going down and
vaccine numbers are
going up. It’s some
light at the end of the
tunnel.”
He said that for
over a year the county
Health District had
been in 24/7 mode and
that this especially was
true at the start of the
coronavirus pandemic.
“We didn’t have a
chance to take a breath,
even on the weekends,”
he said of his staff.
“There was a lot of
uncertainty and concern
in the community about
what was going to be
happening. Even now,
we are always busy with
meetings and phone
calls.”
Earlier this year, when
the focus still was on
contact tracing and case
investigations, the Ohio
Department of Health
contracted with a group
to help with those tasks.
The Health District
hired additional staff
and contracted with
Wright State University
for assistance.
The Health District
also has received
help from about 270
volunteers and from
the county Emergency
Management Agency.
Federal and state
grants have gone

toward expenses such
as contract tracing and
case investigations,
personal protective
equipment, staffing and
vaccine efforts.
Through Dec. 31,
2020, about $180,000
in grants went toward
coronavirus concerns,
Jones said.
“It’s been a juggling
act from the beginning,
a lot of work for a small
staff,” he said of the
Health District adding
the coronavirus battle
to its duties, but added
that most services are
being maintained, with
the exception of routine
immunizations.
“We haven’t
been doing any
immunizations other
than COVID,” he said.
The COVID vaccine
clinics are providing
an average of 200
vaccinations each hour.
Volunteers essential in
COVID battle
Jones said those
clinics would not be
possible without the
help of the EMA staff
and the 270 volunteers,
those with and without
medical expertise.
Those with expertise
include health care
providers, pharmacists,
retired medical
personnel and others.
Volunteers without
medical backgrounds
help with traffic flow,
ask questions to
screen people getting
vaccinated and observe
people as they relax the
requested 15 minutes
following vaccinations.
“They are all really
instrumental in helping
to keep the clinics
going and keeping them
efficient,” Jones said of
everyone assisting with
the clinics.
As coordinator of
the Health District’s
volunteers, Jeanne

Bowman, RN, contacts
volunteers to help with
vaccination clinics and
other tasks.
Bowman’s figures
show that from Jan.
1, 2020, to March 10,
2021, 270 volunteers
contributed 1,460 hours
toward 36 activities.
That is considered
an economic value of
$43,537. Volunteers
are rotated to avoid
burnout.
“I think they all
like it,” Jones said of
clinic volunteers. “It’s
very satisfying to see
the smiles on people’s
faces as they’re being
vaccinated, knowing
they soon will be
able to be with their
(extended) family
again,” he said. “Some
haven’t seen family
members for a long
time.
“We certainly are
extremely grateful to all
our volunteers,” Jones
said, and he expressed
appreciation to his staff.
“Since the beginning,
we’ve had to go through
a lot and worked
extremely hard,” he
said. “I’m grateful to
the staff and to their
dedication to the
community. They are
still working long hours
and doing all they can.”
As the number of new
COVID cases declined
here and elsewhere
earlier this year, Jones
encouraged people
to continue taking
precautions.
“We’ve seen
precautionary measures,
such as masks, are
extremely effective,”
he said. “We had
hardly any flu here
and throughout the
country this year. We’re
reaching the end of the
road as more people get
vaccinated.”
Reach Kathy Fox at 937-652-1331,
ext. 1773.

OH-70232947

200 vaccines given in an hour at Health District clinics
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Prep sports making it through COVID-19 pandemic
By Steve Stout

sstout@aimmediamidwest.com

When the COVID-19
pandemic made its way
to Ohio last year, high
school sports teams were
nearing the end of the
winter season.
Locally, the Graham
wrestling team appeared
to be on its way to
another potential
Division II state title.
But then, everything
stopped.
The winter state
tournaments were all
cancelled.
Soon after, the spring
sports season was
cancelled, thus denying
the West Liberty-Salem
girls track team a chance
to defend its 2019
Division III state title.
As the 2020 fall sports
season approached, many
wondered if another
cancellation might be in
the offing.
Many states decided
it was too dangerous to
have a prep fall sports
season, but Ohio decided
to allow it … as long as
strict safety guidelines
were followed.
Rules were put into
place limiting masked
spectators at games
to players’ family
members only and social
distancing was enforced.
“The most difficult
rule to enforce this
year was all spectators
wearing masks,” said
Urbana Athletic Director
Daniel Shay. “The
constant reminders to
all spectators of properly
wearing a mask has
been the most difficult
challenge for the year.
As the year has gone
on, it has gotten a lot
better, but we still had to
remind a few spectators
from the opposing
teams.”
To the surprise of
many, the fall sports
season was completed,
although several schools
battled COVID-19
flareups and had to
reschedule or cancel
some games.
The WL-S girls cross
country team persevered
and managed to win the
Division III state title.
The 2020-21 winter
sports season was also
completed, although
again, many teams
had to endure 10-day
quarantines and
rescheduled or cancelled
games.
Graham went on
to claim its 20th
consecutive Division II
state wrestling title, and
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Attendance was limited at high school games this year due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

the WL-S girls basketball
team went through
the regular season
undefeated.
For local high school
athletic directors, getting
through both sports
seasons was a daunting
task.
“The pandemic has
had a tremendous effect
on our athletic budget
this year,” said Shay. “On
a monthly basis, we are
looking at our numbers
to see what our bottom
line will be at the end of
the year. Our bottom line
will be totally different
than in years past.”
“The seating capacity
was the most difficult,
not allowing too many
people into your stadium
or gymnasium – it was
next to impossible to
stay below the number
and try to be fair to
everyone,” said WL-S
Athletic Director Jake
Vitt. “There are so many
kids with split families or
grandparents that always
come, and trying to make
everyone happy and be
able to let them be there
for support was next to
impossible. Our people
for the most part were
pretty understanding,
though.
“I’ve learned to never
take for granted the
energy a full gymnasium
can create for your

Since attendance at games was limited due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some schools – like West Liberty-Salem – used cardboard
cutouts of fans.

athletes,” Vitt added.
“Losing that fan base
made things depressing,
and not near as fun for
the athletes I am sure.”
Many local schools
resorted to using
internet live streams of
games so that fans could
watch from home.
Vitt understands
why live-streaming was
necessary, but believes
the trend is not good

for schools.
“Although very
convenient and enjoyable
for people, live-streaming
of events is going to hurt
high school athletics
immensely, as people will
now choose to stay home
and watch the game on
their TV and the comfort
of their own home, as
opposed to coming to the
game, paying to watch
the game live, eat from

the concession stand,
participate in the 50/50,
etc. And that scares me.”
Urbana Daily Citizen
photographer John
Coffman said covering
prep sports this past fall
and winter was a unique
experience.
“As a photographer it
was strange, but nice,
going to big games,” he
said. “Games just had
a different feel to them

with limited crowds
and noise. It almost
neutralized the games,
taking away the homefield advantage.
“One of the biggest
compliments I would
see over and over was
those fans who would
normally go to games but
could not due to limited
seating thanked me a
lot for the pictures,” he
added.

Golf makes a pandemic-aided comeback
By Steve Stout

lines in terms of sanitizing
carts and allowing only one
rider per cart, which was a chalWhile the COVID-19 panlenge, according to Unger.
demic has been devastating to
“It was difficult at first due
many businesses, golf has actu- to the guidelines requiring one
ally made a strong comeback.
person to a cart, so we had to
For years, interest in the
adjust our tee time availability
sport had been waning, but
(15-minute intervals) to ensure
its built-in social distancing
we had carts for each reservaand the fact that it is played
tion,” he said.
outdoors have made it popular
Unger said UCC was fortuagain.
nate in that it opened a new
“Rounds (last year) for
outdoor dining patio overlookUrbana Country Club were up
ing the 18th green just a few
just under 20 percent and this
months after the pandemic
was about the average for the
started.
industry,” said UCC Director
“With the social distancing
of Operations William Unger
guidelines
and most restaurants
III. “Golf is that perfect sport
only
having
outdoor dining
and environment to allow for
at
first,
the
addition
of our
social distancing and with most
people working from home, this updated patio was an extreme
allowed them to enjoy the sport benefit,” he said. “It allowed us
to maintain our food and bevermore. We also saw an increase
in equipment sales due to these age operations and gave the
members and guests a complisame reasons, along with an
ant area to dine in.”
increase in our membership
(Editor’s note: Lakeland
numbers. We expect to see
Golf Course and Woodland
these trends continue to some
Golf Club did not respond to
extent.”
emails seeking comment for
Golf courses had to follow
strict health department guide- this story.)
sstout@aimmediamidwest.com

Rounds at golf courses were up nearly 20 percent last year due to the pandemic.
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Gloria’s closing was ‘window of opportunity’

Submitted photos

Patrons now stand outside The Gloria to purchase tickets through a Plexiglas window from one or The site of The Gloria Theatre’s Clifford Cafe, formerly a hat shop, looked like this before
two ticket sellers.
its transformation.

Ongoing renovations reached high gear
By Kathy Fox

window of opportunity,”
GrandWorks CEO Staci
Weller said of renovation
The Gloria Theatre
work that continued
was ordered to close
during the shutdown.
March 17, 2020, due
“We tackled things
to COVID-19 and the
during the shutdown
public was not invited to that would have been
return until July 4, 2020, difficult if it had
but all was not quiet
remained open,” Weller
behind those closed
said.
doors.
Stage 2 renovations
Owned by the
include the lobby,
GrandWorks Foundation, concession area and the
whose other projects
restrooms. During the
include the Urbana
shutdown, there was
Youth Center, which
no need to clear and
opened earlier this year, ready these areas for
and The Big Questions
weekend movies and
podcast, The Gloria
performances.
Theatre in downtown
The first change
Urbana is in Stage 2 of
patrons and passersby
a four-stage renovation
may notice is the ticketthat geared up to
selling area. Patrons
full-speed during the
now stand outside
shutdown.
a Plexiglas window
“The closing opened a from which one or two
kfox@aimmediamidwest.com

volunteers sell tickets.
The theater’s ticket
booth originally was
located outside in the
early 1900s when the
structure was built as
the Clifford Theater.
Vaudeville entertainer
Billy Clifford lived
near where he built the
theater in 1904. It is
said he wanted a theater
in his back yard.
To honor this Urbana
native, the renovated
Gloria will include the
Clifford Cafe.
During the shutdown,
volunteers and
contractors were able
to work on the cafe on
the first floor, created
a conference room and
office space upstairs,
upgraded the electrical
system in the lobby and
installed a new HVAC

system for the first floor.
Weller said renovating
an old structure means
running into surprises,
such as brick walls and
tunnels.
“There are no
blueprints for the
building, so we never
know what we will
encounter,” she said.
“While that can be
exciting, it can change
your plans.”
Finding a hidden gem
One of those
surprises found during
the shutdown was a
suspended ceiling over
at least half the lobby.
“That changed
everything,” Weller
said, including plans for
lighting.
She said the
suspended ceiling dates
to a 1940s renovation
when Warren Grimes
owned the theater,
then called the Gloria

Theatre, named after his
daughter.
A 1960s or 1970s
renovation by Chakeres’
Urbana Twin Cinema hid
the suspended ceiling.
“We didn’t know
that the curved ceiling
existed, so when we
uncovered it and
decided to save it, that
set off a multitude of
changes to the design
plan of the lobby,”
Weller said. “The front
lobby was tarped off
for three full weeks as
our drywall contractor
repaired the plaster and
installed new drywall.”
As the cafe pays
homage to Clifford,
Weller said, the revived
suspended ceiling pays
homage to Grimes.
Although The Gloria
was permitted to open
earlier, it stayed closed
until the July 4, 2020,
weekend.
“We needed a little

time to get cleaned up,”
Weller said.
With the state
mandating 6 feet of
separation in theaters,
the Gloria roped
off every other row,
reducing capacity from
450 to 200; separated
patron groups; and, due
to fewer volunteers,
decreased show times
from seven to five a
week.
Weller said a number
of volunteers backed
away due to COVID
concerns, but a core
group of volunteers
remained through the
shutdown. She said
the large structure
allowed volunteers and
construction workers to
keep their distance from
one another.
“We still have a lot of
volunteers who haven’t
come back and we
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Assistant Childcare Director Tabitha Stambaugh takes the temperature of Jack Johnson, son of Emma
Johnson, at the YMCA childcare. All children and staff get their temperatures taken before they enter
the building.

Urbana Daily Citizen

Local firefighters assisted Theresa’s Gingerbread House sites with fire-retardant curtains the Ohio
Department of Health said could be used to divide one-room areas into two rooms to accommodate
more children.

Local daycares ride pandemic wave
State reduced number of
kids, helped with funds
More than a year after
the first COVID-19 concerns and regulations
reached Champaign
County, children’s daycare
facilities here continue
to use precautions, but
owners, staffers and parents are pleased that the
number of children and
workers at daycares are
back, or nearly back, to
pre-pandemic levels.
The Champaign Family
YMCA operates a daycare
at the YMCA, located in
Urbana, as well as daycares in Mechanicsburg
and North Lewisburg.
The Y’s half-day Mechanicsburg facility closed
during the pandemic’s
early days, but reopened
this past fall. The Y partnered with the Cardinal
Corner Child Care Center
in North Lewisburg this
past October and it, too,
is open for business.
Theresa’s Gingerbread
House Child Care Center
has facilities in Urbana
and West Liberty. Both
facilities have remained
open during the pandemic, having acquired, as the
YMCA did, temporary
licenses designating them

“pandemic/critical child
care centers” serving children of workers deemed
essential.
With the addition of
approved drapes in Gingerbread House rooms
and panel dividers in the
Y’s daycare areas, the
facilities were able to double the number children
that otherwise would
have been allowed under
the state’s 2020 pandemic
restrictions.
The drapes and dividers are gone, but both
daycare operations are
required to continue to
follow certain regulations
and are choosing to take
other precautions.
As children arrive at
their doors each day,
questions are asked about
possible symptoms, temperatures are taken, as are
the children, whose parents no longer can take
them to their classrooms.
The wearing of masks
continues, as does compliance with guidelines
concerning hand-washing
and cleaning. Room dividers at the Y daycare areas
have been replaced by
shelving and other furnishings.
“They had to get used
to wearing masks every

Local.
Really
Local.

This bulletin board message of hope, a caterpillar turning into a butterfly, was displayed in Theresa’s Gingerbread House Child Care
Center in West Liberty through the spring and summer of 2020 as a symbol of a better future.

day,” Y Daycare Director
Teresa Wilkinson said of
her staff complying with
what has become the
norm. “We pushed the
mask-wearing, and the
‘wash your hands, wash
your hands, wash your
hands.’”
State restrictions concerning the number of
children started to be
lifted in June, but the Y’s
numbers are not what
they were pre-pandemic.
“The numbers are
where we want them,”
Wilkinson said.
“We’re choosing to stay
at pandemic ratios a little
longer, waiting for people
to get the vaccines, making the environment
safer for everyone,” said

Tabitha Stambaugh,
the daycare’s assistant
director and Wilkinson’s
daughter.
Heather Chamberlain,
owner and CEO of the
Gingerbread House, said
the number of children at
her facilities has returned
to pre-pandemic levels.
Chamberlain’s mother,
Theresa, started the Gingerbread House 31 years
ago. Chamberlain joined
the business in 1988. Her
mother retired in 2015.
Stocking up on supplies
Chamberlain said
she started buying
and storing supplies in
February 2020.
“When we learned
about the pandemic in

February, we started
stocking up on things,
simple everyday things
like gloves and plastic
bags, hand sanitizer,
disinfectant, things that
were impossible to find in
March,” she said.
She added that
when the state closed
restaurants, she realized
the closing of daycares
could follow.
“We told the staff and
parents that we would be
here as long as we could
be,” she said.
While the Gingerbread
House daycares and
the Y’s Urbana daycare
remained open, state
restrictions drastically
reduced the number of
children they could serve

for several months.
The number of children
at the Gingerbread
House’s Urbana site
plunged from 107 to
42. At the West Liberty
site, the number went
from 58 to 36. Ten of 28
staffers were laid off in
April 2020. The number
of children and staffers
slowly returned to normal
levels.
At the Y, the number
of children dropped from
117 to about 60 during
the first few months of
the pandemic. Now there
are about 100 children at
the Y’s daycare.
There were no staff
layoffs, but about 12
staffers chose not to work
See DAYCARES | 11
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Courts
From page 1

school auditorium.
In working together,
“we found that the high
school auditorium accommodated the COVID-19
trial protocols previously
implemented by the court
and provided educational
opportunities for students
interested in criminal
justice to observe the jury
selection process,” Selvaggio explained. Including
the jury trial scheduled
for earlier this month, the
court will have selected
four different juries at
the high school and
have received favorable
responses from the prospective pools of jurors.
Plexiglass to protect
Like the Champaign
County Municipal Court,
Selvaggio’s court spent
money to install safeguards.
To initially hold the
first COVID-19 jury trial
at the Community Center
on June 2, 2020, the court
spent a total of $3,299.10
from the Court’s “Special
Project” funds ($1,476.39
to construct Plexiglass
dividers, $1,300 to
replace and upgrade the
auditorium sound system,
$347.71 for signage, $100
for an infrared thermometer, and $75 for curtain
rental).
Once the trials were
moved back to the courthouse, construction of
Plexiglass around the
witness stand and former
jury box was needed.
Selvaggio said it is reasonable to presume that
all trial participants have
benefited from increased
prioritization of sanitizing
during jury selection and
the trial. No changes to
this are anticipated.

A blue “X” marks the seating spots in Champaign County Common Pleas Court. Each “X” is six feet from each other in the courtroom and hallway.

Some changes are here to
stay
“While I anticipate
‘re-configuring’ the
courtroom room to
a more traditional
setting, I do foresee
continuing to use some
of the implemented jury
selection protocols,”
Selvaggio said, citing the
following: mailing jury
questionnaires prior to
trial, reducing the number
of potential jurors who
are required to appear,
maintaining “on-call”
jurors, utilizing the high
school as an alternative
site for jury selection, and
other measures.
By mailing jury
questionnaires before
trial, the court is able to
reduce the amount of time
jurors must sit and wait
for trial to begin.

By establishing
“on-call” jurors, the court
was able to reduce the
number of people who
were required to appear
for jury selection while
maintaining a sufficient
reserve in the event
certain jurors were not
able to make it to court on
the day of trial.
Champaign County
Municipal Court
adjustments
Meant to reduce transportation costs, Champaign County Municipal
Court - located in the
Urbana Municipal Building - had implemented
video arraignments more
than 15 years ago. When
the COVID-19 pandemic
struck in 2020, the video
system helped reduce

the number of times jail
inmates appeared in person after their arrests.
Still, plenty of sets of
lungs were respiring and
expelling into the courtrooms air at any given
moment during judicial
proceedings. Retrofitting
and installation of safeguards became essential.
Nearly $14,000 was
spent to install Plexiglass
dividers between parties
participating in the court
process and fabric-seat
chairs were replaced
with non-porous surface
chairs. A disinfecting protocol for those chairs was
implemented to sanitize
each seat between users.
Money for the project
came from the court special projects fund, which
is comprised of collected
court costs as allowed by

Ohio Revised Code.
All the changes
received public health
district approval, according to court officials
including Judge Gil
Weithman and Champaign County Municipal
Court Clerk Amy Evans.
Jury trials were halted
in municipal court from
late spring of 2020 until
late August. When they
resumed, temperature
tests for everyone entering the courtroom, a
mask mandate (face
shields for those who
proved a medical condition that prevented facial
masks over the nose and
mouth) and questionnaires for prospective
jurors helped screen out
possible COVID-19 cases.
Since the new safety
measures implemented to

Submitted photo

fight the virus, six different juries have deliberated in the courtroom since
August (as of March 23).
One change from the
past is a small room
where the jury once gathered is no longer used
for that purpose due to
its size and lack of ability to physically distance
jurors.
Jurors now spend the
duration of their service
in the courtroom, individually protected by
Plexiglas.
“The feedback has
been positive,” Weithman
said of the changes. He
anticipates the courtroom
will retain many of these
safety measures even as
the pandemic fades.
Reach Brenda Burns at bburns@
aimmediamidwest.com.

Do you struggle
with anxiety,
depression, or other
stress disorder?

Fowler Counseling & Consultation Services
offers a range of treatment and counseling
options for individuals and families seeking
help with their behavioral health issues.

Karen A. Fowler
LPCC-S
Karen has a Masters from
the University of Dayton
with over 30 years of
experience in the field.
Specializing in:
• Early Childhood Mental
Health
• Relationship Issues
• Trauma/Abuse
• Grief Stress Reduction

Colin B. Fowler,
LPCC-S
Colin has his Masters from
The University of Dayton
and over 30 years in the field.
Seeing clients two evenings
per week.
Specializing in:
• Adolescents
• Adults
• Veterans
• Military and their Families.

Now Accepting New Clients

If you would like to learn more or make an appointment,
please contact the office at 937-631-0257
or visit www.karenfowlerlpccs.com
"We all have the power to change if we are willing to work for
it, and our life issues do not define us."

Fowler Counseling & Consultation Services, LLC
40 Monument Square, Suite 301 | Urbana, Ohio 43078

OH-70232637
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Closing

while Congress recently
passed a bill that
apparently only aids
closed theaters, The
From page 5
Gloria did qualify for the
government’s Payment
understand that,” she
Protection Plan funding.
said. “We encourage
And, the Gloria’s “Stars
people who don’t feel
of Stars 2” campaign
comfortable or have
raised $30,000, which
health problems not to
the Grimes Foundation
come back yet.”
matched with a $30,000
She said volunteers
grant.
made reopening the
The $125,000 Stage
theater possible.
2
fundraiser
goal had
“We are fortunate to
about
$25,000
yet to
be one of the regional
raise
in
March.
theaters still open and
Weller said grants are
operating, as many are
constantly
sought for
still closed and may not
renovation
work, but
re-open,” Weller said,
recent
efforts
have been
adding that relying on
stymied
by
COVID-19.
volunteers, rather than
“Several grants that
a paid staff, has helped
we
had applied for to
financially.
help
with renovations
Still, there are other
directed
their funding
costs.
to
COVID-related
issues
“We’ve seen a huge
last
year,”
she
said.
revenue loss,” Weller
Contractors work on what was to become office space on the second floor.
“One of the reasons
said.
that the theater
renovation is so vital
and its future is bright is
Hollywood backpedaled
that the plan has always
“We reopened on
been to be a performing
July 4 weekend with
arts center so that we
the intent of showing
may provide both live
some big movies that
events and current
were scheduled to be
movies,” Weller said.
released, which would
“That fact will certainly
help lure patrons back
help us as we move into
to the theater,” she
the future because it
said. “Unfortunately,
makes us more versatile
because many of the
than most.
larger theater markets
“We’re not just a
were closed in New York
theater
and we’re not
and Los Angeles, the
just
a
cinema.
We’re
studios began pushing
both,” she said. “It’s
movie releases back,
challenging, but I feel
which really hurt many
of the smaller chains and encouraged that we are
theaters that reopened.” where we are and that
we’re moving in the
The Gloria has
right direction.”
not rescheduled live
Precautions against
events, due to COVID
COVID-19
remain
restrictions, so has relied
at
The
Gloria,
with
on movies to attract
patrons required to
patrons.
wear masks and workers
“Because Hollywood
wearing masks and
studios delayed movie
gloves, every other row
releases and some took
blocked, dividers in the
those movies direct to
concession area, floor
streaming, it has been
This is a later stage of second floor work to create office space.
stickers marking social
challenging to attract
distancing and increased
moviegoers to come
cleaning.
out,” Weller said.
“We’re not in any
“”We’ve spent a lot
big hurry to drop
of time building a
precautions for the
good reputation with
studios to show first-run foreseeable future,”
Weller said, even if state
movies,” she said. “It
restrictions are lifted.
took us some time. We
“I can’t stress how
have patrons shocked
much
we appreciate
that the theater gets big
the
individuals
in this
office hits.”
community
stepping
Weller said not being
up the way they have
able to show major
to support this project,
first-run movies was
especially in these
disappointing.
trying times,” Weller
In March, she noted
said. “In addition,
encouraging signs with
organizations like the
new releases, such as
Champaign County
“Raya and the Last
Memorial Foundation,
Dragon.”
the Grimes Foundation,
“Our numbers are
the Champaign County
This is the north wall of The Gloria before it was painted during the theater’s shutdown.
not up where they were
Preservation Alliance
before the shutdown,
all have been extremely
but they are steadily
climbing and we greatly supportive.”
Follow The Gloria’s
appreciate those patrons
renovation on Facebook:
who have been loyal
Gloria Theatre by
throughout this time and
GrandWorks.
supported the theater,”
she said.
Reach Kathy Fox at 937-652-1331,
ext. 1773.
Weller added that

The Gloria’s north wall, shown here, now is painted. Plans are for the south wall to be repaired and painted this year.

This area off the main lobby was unused before it was transformed
On its way to becoming the Clifford Cafe, chandeliers, booths and a bar were added to this area of The Gloria Theatre.
into The Gloria’s new ticket booth.
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CoverLink Progress Update
Submitted story

It has been an eventful year for CoverLink Insurance. In March of 2020, we
rebranded from the long-standing name
Brand/Neer/Frantz/Stallsmith (BNFS
Insurance) to CoverLink Insurance
and the transition has been great. Our
clients and the community have been
extremely supportive, which has been
tremendously appreciated given the
monumental task when undertaking the
rebranding efforts.
In October of 2020, we had two new
associates join the CoverLink family
from Jeff Graves Insurance – Jeff Graves
and Annette Stutz. Jeff’s agency had
been an exclusive Nationwide agent
for 29 years. This merger has allowed
us to work closely with a new partner
in Nationwide, which also expands
our coverage capabilities that we can
provide to our clients. In addition, Jeff
and Annette’s expertise and relationship
with Nationwide have been an excellent
addition to our agency
The year 2021 marks our 100 anniversary of our agency location. Our current
office is the same one that opened in
1921, and in total, our staff has a more
than 200 years of insurance experience.
Our commitment to strengthening the
community through quality insurance
protection, and supporting local organizations that share our values, remains
just as strong today as it did in 1921.
The charitable organizations that
we’re regularly involved with and support are 4-H, youth sports, school
functions, the Champaign County Fair,
and more. We also have members that
serve the Arts Council, Chamber of
Commerce, Urbana Rotary and Cancer
Society, just to name a few.
We’ve always believed in the philosophy that it’s about people, not policies.
That’s why we continue to carry forth
the responsibility and legacy of safeguarding our community and clients,
the people we personally care about.
Submitted photo

Pictured is the staff of CoverLink.

Information from CoverLink.

Personal
Insurance

BusIness
Insurance

MalPractIce
Insurance

HealtH
Insurance

OH-70232155

We believe people are more
important than policies.
www.coverlink.com
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Dear Community Members …
Submitted story

After the challenges of 2020 it was
tempting to ask for a do-over. But 2020
proved to be a defining year for the Champaign County Department of Job and Family Services (CCDJFS) team. Together we
met the challenges of a pandemic and demonstrated our dedication to serving the
residents of Champaign County, no matter
what. For me, 2020 verified the saying,
“A leader is only as good as his/her team.”
In the face of adversity, our staff demonstrated courage, strength and resilience,
navigating uncharted waters with grace.
Their faithful service encouraged those we
served that, despite the hurdles, we will
persevere together. I could not be prouder
of the CCDJFS team.
Following are examples of our key 2020
accomplishments: Administration Developed new and amended procedures for
conducting business during the pandemic:
• Transitioned 72% of our staff, in only

three weeks, from office to remote
work
• Developed effective ways for the public
to access services electronically and
provided an outside drop box for paperwork
• Secured personal protective equipment
to support health and safety protocols
Child Support
• Implemented new processes associated
with stimulus checks and the legislative
tolling order that suspended negative
child support actions for five months
due to the pandemic
• Transitioned DNA testing from an outside vendor to internal administration/
testing
• Scanned files to enable access to
remote staff • Restructured the department for improved efficiencies and
streamlined intake process Public
Assistance
• Transitioned Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance and Temporary Assistance

for Needy Families applications to a
• Helped Champaign County residents
County Shared Services Platform
access well over $20,000 in COVID-19
• Navigated numerous policy changes
Prevention, Retention and Contingency
involving face-to-face interviews,
(PRC) assistance
renewals/ recertifications, required
• Helped a local employer access Incumsignatures, and overpayment establishbent Worker Training dollars and
ments, to name a few
develop an apprenticeship program
• Managed increases in applications/
reapplications, and ensured that county • Developed a modernized OhioMeansresidents continue to receive the same
Jobs Center, to open in 2021
quality of service Social Services
• Improved service outreach by growing
• Continued to meet, face to face, with
the OhioMeansJobs Facebook page
high-risk children and families and
to over 500 followers, using a local
seniors, in their homes, despite statedigital billboard and developing new
wide stay-at-home order 2020: A Year
and improved outreach assets to be
of Resilience in Serving Champaign
launched in 2021.
County Residents D
I look forward to what the new year
• Implemented effective virtual visits
with all other children and families
brings and how we can further improve
• Finalized adoptions for six youth in the our service delivery to the citizens of
agency’s permanent custody
Champaign County.
• Implemented strategies to improve
recruitment and retention of child pro- Submitted by Stacy Cox, MSW, Director Champaign
tective staff Workforce
County Department of Job & Family Services

Pandemic increases
demand for counseling
Submitted story

Fowler Counseling
& Consultation Services has been providing
behavioral health services in the community
since January 2015 and
the practice has continued to grow over the
past six years.
The pandemic over
the past year has created an increased
demand for services.
Telehealth programs
have been operating for
some time but many
of us were challenged
to provide this service
with little preparation

Submitted photo

Memorial Health Chief Medical Officer, Jason Russell, DO stands by the science that shows masking in
casual situations outside the medical setting helps reduce the spread of respiratory viruses.

Urbana Hospital.
“These partnerships
and available resources
made my job manageFrom page 2
able in terms of having
managing the COVID-19
information, supplies
pandemic, she said.
and access to experts. It
“We were able to open
was a reminder that true
a sleep center, an intense
leaders know where their
cardiac rehab program, a
resources are and how to
new outpatient behavioral
use them,” she said.
health program, commuHouseman said she’s
nity paramedicine as well
proud of “how this team
as add services to our
radiology and laboratory continues to come together in challenging times.”
services departments
“Associates covered for
allowing us to perform
one
another, checked on
quicker, more approprieach
other, cared for one
ate testing,” she added.
another
while continuing
“This was important
to
care
for
our patients.
for all of us that we kept
The
teamwork
is phefocused on growth and
nomenal,”
Houseman
adding necessary service
said.
lines for our community
as we knew the pandemic
would one day be in our
rear-view mirror.”
Houseman credits the
Mercy Health workers for
keeping patient care of all
types possible in a crisis.
Mercy Health - Urbana
associates, committed to
caring for the community,
also “remained incredibly
nimble, leaning in and
being trained on equipment and developing new
skills as capacity continues to flex with in some
cases, and enhancing our
ability to care for critically ill patients now and
in the future,” Houseman
said.
Houseman said she
“remains grateful for the
resources in our ministry,
Region 3, the county and
within Mercy Health -

tance Programs (EAP),
and self-pay are options for
payment at this time.
In addition to outpatient
therapy there are other
services available through
the agency. Training and/
or consultation services are
available including but not
limited to stress management, death of an employee, workplace incidents or
can be customized to organizational specific needs
regarding behavioral health
concerns or interventions.
Supervision for independent clinical licensure is
also available.
Information from Fowler Counseling
& Consultation Services.

Vernon Family Funeral Homes continues a tradition of
unsurpassed family-owned and operated funeral and cremation
services in Champaign County, Ohio.
It is our commitment to the families we serve to help create
meaningful and respectful services to honor their loved ones life.

“I am proud that our
efforts to receive vaccinations at the hospital level
allowed for more members of our community to
have access to vaccines,”
she added. “We were able
to turn over our doses
for use by the health
department who could
more efficiently provide
vaccination clinics on
extremely short notice. I
am impressed with this
team’s ability to be agile
while the world around
us kept changing. We
adjusted as needed while
staying focused on our
mission.”
Reach Brenda Burns at UDCeditor@
aimmediamidwest.com.

OH-70233090

Hospital

and admittedly some hesitation. Our office rose to
the challenge successfully.
In an effort to meet
demands, a second clinician, Colin Fowler, LPCCS, has joined the practice
in a part time capacity
offering two evenings per
week for individuals. His
primary focus includes
adolescents and adults.
Karen continues to offer
services to a wide array of
clients including children,
adolescents, adults, and
couples. Both in person
and telephonic services are
being offered at this time.
Commercial insurance
plans, Employee Assis-

OH-70233406
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Loren Evans, infant 2 teacher at the YMCA’s childcare, holds Quinton Davis while Evelyn Bucci, Graham Parrish and Layla Kennedy play. All childcare staff wear masks.

Submitted photos

Daycares

numbers, as well as how state and federal grants were
being spent.
Pandemic grants were used to purchase supplies
necessary to comply with government directives,
From page 6
such as room dividers, cleaning supplies, masks,
due to health concerns.
thermometers and portable sinks.
“That’s all we really needed because we only could
Chamberlain said funds from the chambers of
serve essential workers,” Wilkinson said. The staff is
commerce in Champaign and Logan counties went
now back up to about 40 workers.
toward utility bills.
Daycares licensed to remain open during the early
“It was enough to keep us going,” she said of the
months of the pandemic were instructed to have
pandemic grants. “We could not otherwise have been
parents complete forms proving they were “essential
able to keep going.”
workers” who were permitted to go to work and
Wilkinson said everyone was glad when restrictions
whose children needed daycare.
were lifted and more than “essential” workers could
Because not everyone was deemed an “essential
leave their children at the daycare.
worker” and/or because fewer children were allowed
“The children were glad to be back,” she said.
at the daycares, some parents were told they could not
“They missed their friends, and they were glad to get
be provided with daycare services.
back to normal,”
“It was terrible, so disheartening,” Chamberlain
Chamberlain said it’s important for adults to be
said of those conversations.
positive around children during stressful times.
Many parents had to adjust to working from home
“Children are resilient and they look to the adults in
and taking care of their children at the same time.
their lives to be positive no matter what and to lead
“I’m sure it was rough for them,” Wilkinson said.
them, and if we can continue to be positive no matter
what, that’s really important during this pandemic.
Reporting grant spending
Ciara Pease drops off daughter Ariella Kelly at Theresa’s
Keep a smile on your face.”
Daycares with special licenses provided monthly
Gingerbread House in Urbana. Parents are dropping children off at
reports to the state regarding staffing and child
the entrance area to reduce traffic and contact.
Reach Kathy Fox at 937-652-1331, ext. 1773.

2 Locations
1202 N Main St
Urbana, OH 43078
937.653.8006
501 W. Baird St.
West Liberty, OH 43357
937.650.8006
Thank you to our amazing staff for fearlessly working through uncertainty;
and ebbing and flowing with the crazy times over the last year!
Thank you to the children and families for being so amazing this past year; and to
Champaign & Logan County families for continually entrusting us with the care
of their children!
A thank you to my Mom, Ms. Theresa Ball Cox for her continued support, care and
guidance throughout her retirement during the Pandemic; not only as my amazing
Mom but as our founder and our wise figurehead and for her never ending love of
all of us. She never wavered!
And a huge thank you to God for his continued blessings. He is so faithful!
Ms. Heather Chamberlain, Owner and CEO

Celebrating 31 years
OH-70232355
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It shouldn’t Hurt to Grow Old

IT TAKES A COMMUNITY
TO PROTECT A CHILD

To report elder abuse or for more
information on how you can protect seniors

To report child abuse or for more information on
how you can help protect a child

CALL 937-484-1500

Call us @ 937-484-1500 or report your concerns online
@ https://aps.jfs.ohio.gov
Champaign County Department of Job and Family Services

BUSINESS SERVICES

YOUTH SERVICES
for Ages 14-24
Work Experience Opportunities
Education and Career Training
Career Coaching

JOB SEEKERS
Resume building Assistance
Funding for job training
100’s of job postings

Find us on Facebook
@OMJChampaignCounty

Your local workforce system

THANK
YOU
T hank You
TO OUR MANY FRIENDS &
NEIGHBORS WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO OUR
STEADY GROWTH SINCE OUR FOUNDING IN 1878.

BASIC SERVICES, BASIC BELIEFS =
BASIC STRENGTH
The basic services we offer are those we know well.
As we go forward, we continue to concentrate
in these areas and continue to provide you with
“The Best of the Basics”. We will continue to
provide you, our customer, with responsive,
knowledgeable, friendly, and personal service that
you have grown to expect since 1878.
Through local leadership, we are thoroughly
committed to a conservative management
philosophy that enables us to offer some of the
most competitively priced products in the area.

SAFE

•

SOUND

Assets
$66,436,012.00
$272,125,641.00
$392,000,891.00

•

SOLID
Capital

1980
2000
2020

$4,815,202.00
$43,918,546.00
$78,724,365.00

“NEVER MISSED A DIVIDEND”

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dr. Steven R. Bohl
Scott A. Fannin
David P. Vernon
M. Todd Woodruff
Michael R. Melvin
Chris Phelps

Michael R. Melvin
Chris Phelps
Mary E. Heaston
Jared E. Riblet
John M. Harrigan
W. Bradley Millice
Jennifer J. Miller

OFFICERS

President/CEO
Exec. Vice President/ Corp. Secretary
Sr. Vice President
Treasurer
Vice President
Vice President
Assistant Secretary

Eric T. Warrick

Gregory M. Tullis
April L. Engstrom
Patti A. Spangler
Beth M. Tullis
Nancy M. Valentine
Tanya M. Comer
Shelbe R. Rice
Lisa M. Wells
Liza C. Souders
Aimee S. Franczkowski
Tamara M. Stamper

Assistant Treasurer

STAFF

Maintenance
IRA Department
Customer Service
Customer Service
Customer Service/Accounting
Customer Service
Customer Service
Customer Service
Mortgage Processing
Customer Service/Insurance
Mortgage Processing

Michael A. Nitchman

Savings Bank

OH-70231441
OH-70231441

Chairman, Retired Dentist
Retail
Funeral & Cremation Services
Farming Transportation Auctioneer
Banking
Banking

120 NORTH MAIN STREET P.O. BOX 71
URBANA, OHIO 43078 (937) 653-1700

Mortgage Lending

OH-70231597

Funding for On The Job Training
Apprenticeship Development
Job Posting Services.

